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Chile 1
According to Eri, ethnic fashion is popular in Japan now.
Teresa’s daughter goes to school in Japan.
People in Chile wear whatever suits them.
People in Chile don’t run after fashion trends because they are confident and feel
beautiful without them.
After Teresa’s daughter has been back in Chile for a while, she stops wearing her
clothes from Japan.
Teresa doesn’t know Japanese music very well.
Teresa thinks Japanese music is less cheerful than Chilean music.
The music in Chile is uplifting because people in Chile don’t like to think about the
hard things in life.
In Chile, people try to help other people.
People in Chile are positive.

Chile 2
Teresa first learned about her sister(s family’s problems three years ago.
Teresa’s sister and husband would always fight.
Teresa’s sister and husband would always argue because the husband was tired from
work.
Teresa’s mother was worried because it was bad for the kids.
Teresa’s Mother told the sisters family to try to fix the problem.
Teresa’s sister’s family decided to go to a counselor.
In Chile, counselors are common.
You must want to fix your problem before a counselor can help you.
You have to say to yourself ‘I have a problem” before you see a counselor.
People in Chile are beautiful because they are positive.
Teresa says there aren’t enough garbage cans in the street in Japan.
Teresa says garbage cans in Japan are always full.
Eri puts her garbage in her bag,
Teresa says garbage in Chile is less modern than in Japan.
There are not so many empty cans in the garbage in Chile because there aren’t so many
vending machines.
The problem with modern garbage is that it is bad for the environment.
In Chile, they don't use Styrofoam, and plastic for packaging as much as in Japan.
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New Zealand 1
New Zealand and Australia are different from the nearby countries because they are
western.
Before the Europeans the Maori lived in New Zealand.
The Europeans came to New Zealand about 150 years ago.
Studying Japanese is popular in New Zealand.
Japan is important to New Zealand because of business.
People in high school started learning the Japanese language 15 years ago.
Japanese fashion is too cute for New Zealand.
Being ‘cute’ is a bad thing in New Zealand because men and women should be equal.
People in New Zealand think if you study Japanese, you can get a better job.

New Zealand 2
Alec is surprised at Japanese culture because New Zealand is so young and Japan is so
old.
Alec thinks that Japan has a nice mixture of modern and traditional things.
In New Zealand, there are some shows on TV in the Maori language.
In New Zealand, the government respects, and helps all ethnic groups.
Alec thinks Japan misunderstands 'internationalization' because Japanese people imitate
customs from other countries, but forget their own culture.
Shin-ichi says that unique people are not respected in Japan.
Alec says that Japanese people sometimes don't admit there is a problem.
Alec thinks Japanese people should talk more about problems and be more open,
Eri says people don't talk about problems because they don't have an answer.
Alec likes Japan, but he wants Japanese people to know their own country and try to
make it better.


